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Measurements of pressure error at altitude
have been made by flying
several aircrnft
in formation Mnth a reference ex-craft whose nlrspeed
system had previously
been oallbratcd
by radcx.
indicated
arspecds
Tests made show that analysis by comparxon of
(comparison of differences
between static end total head pressures) gives
more consx$znt
and relzable results
than pressure altitude
comparison
(oomparison of direct measurement of statlo presrure).
An cccurncy of
2 14 knots in measurement of pressure error 1s obtained using the 'speed
comparison m&hod', whereas the inadequacy of prcsent dltuneters
can lead
to errors of up to + 3 knots in prcssure error.
Consideration
is being given to the use of a better instrument then
the ucuel altimeter,
for direct measurement of pressure to improve the
accuracy of the altitude
comparison method; and to the use of a fly past
technique, to enable routine pressure error measurements to be made et
speeds above the speed range of the calibrated
aircraft.
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Introduction

Tests were r@wirsd to measure pressure error at dtitude
by flying M
aircraft
in formation with a reference aircraft
whose airspeed system
had
previously been calibrated.
The purpose of these tests was to assess the
sutability
Of the test method,ancl to estimate
the accuracies of two methods
of measurement, pressure altitude
comparison (ocmpsriscn of direct measurement
of static pressure) and indicated
air spee,, ccmparlscn (comIxrison of
differences
between static and total head pressures).
A check was also mads
at low altitude,
for ccmpsrison wxth results of the aneroid method.
The reference aircraft
used on these trials
was a Meteor 4whcse Rrcssure
had been established at low altitude
by the aneroxl method and at high
altitude
by the radar tracking method. Brief trials
were conducted with three
aircraft:Vampire Mk.3, Sea Hornet 21 and a Hastings 1 (the latter
at low
altitude
only).

error

The calibration
of a test auroraft by formation flying must be limited
to the maximum speed of the reference arrcraft
unless a "fly past" techruque
is used in conjunction with altitude
comparisons.
It 1s proposed to
investigate
this as en extension
to the formation flying net&hod reported
here, and this emphasises the smportence of the wouraoy of prrrssurc error.
measurements by the altitude
comparison method.
2.

Aircraft

airspeed

systems

2.1 Netecr F. Mk.4 RA.438. The reference airorilft
was a standard
&tecr
4, but having as extra snot&- independent pitot-static
system connected
to a Mk.873 leading edge pitct-static
head mounted near the stabonrd wing tip.
For the period of the tests with the Vampire, the starboard pitot-YLa+io
head
was mounted on a non-standard strut fitted
for another investignticn
and this
rind a clock were contained
system was not used. mc ii.S.1. 's, two altimeters,
in m auL+observor
situai,aif m tha ammnif~nn
h.w: onp A.S.I.
and altimeter
was fitted
tc each pitct-static
system.
This was a standard Vampire 3 except that it
2.2 Vampire Mk.3 W.190.
was fitted
with a Goblin 4 engine.
The airspeed system w.s connected to a
Mk. 8B pitct-static
head mountled on the le.:ding e&c of the port fin.
An
two altimeters
and a clock was fitted
in
auto-observer
containing an A.S.I.,
the arununition bay. h full description
of a Vampire 3 is included in Ref.1.
2.3 Sea Hornet%.21 W.430.This
awcreft
was a standard Sea Hornet 21,
head mounted on
the airspeed system being connected to a Hk. 8B pit&-static
Relevant
instruments
in the
the leading edge of the port wing near the tip.
A
full
dcscripticn
of
this
auto-observer were A.S.I.,
altimeter
and clock.
,
aircraft
is included in Ref. 2.
and altimeter
system was connected
2.4 Hastings Mk.1 TG.503. The A.S.I.
to a Kk.8 pitot head mounted beneath the port wing end to intcrconnectcd
R.A.E. type static vents situated on tither
side of the ncse of the fuselage.
Relevant instruments fitted
in the auto-observer were A.S.I.,
altimeter
and
clock.
A full descrlptlon
of this x.rcraft
is included in Ref. 3.
3.

Scope of tests

The ground level pressure error correction
of each nircrafdwas
mewed
before the calibration
trials
by the formation method ccnmcnced. The
static pressure error correction was obtained by the standard A. Bc A.E.E.
aneroid method and the pitct pressure error
correction
by compcrrjng the
pitot prSSSUR
with that of a venturi pitct head.
method mere oarricd cut
pressure error measurements by the fcrn3tion
At
a
moderately
high
altitude
to
mcasurc P.C.C. at
at two altitudes.
altitude,
and at 5,000 ft. tc check the acauracy and reliability
of the
method, as the results from the flights
at 5,000 ft. WOUNDbe eweoted to
wee with the results obtained by the aneroid method. The tests et d%itude
/served.. . . .
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served. also to check whether the change in p.e.o. Tnth altitude
agreed with that
estmated from the ground level result? a using the method of iW.4 and
assuming the Glauert law. Brief checks were made for interference
effects in
the tests with the Sea Hornet and the Hastings.
4.

Test procedure

Both aircroft
clunbed to the test altitude
together, being in V.H.P.
contact from take-off.
The auto-observer clocks were synchronised on the
ollmb by taking simultaneous single records,
In these series of trials
the role of 'leader' aircraft
in the formation
WCS given to the less manoeuvrable aircraft
of the two. At test sltitude
the leader aircraft
started his run, and when stabilised
on speed and height
gave the signal for the second aircraft
to formate.
The two oiroraft
formated at the ssme level, with the wings of the following
aircraft
abreast
of the tailplane
of the leader aircraft.
The lateral
distance between tail
tip and wing tip of the two aircraft
was approximately 4 Meteor semi-spans.
All runs, with the exception of %o runs with the Sea Hornet..were carried
out with the following
aircraft
formating on the starboard side of the
leader aircraft.
The run oonmenced vhen the follovzing aircraft
was in steady
formation and
was held for about three minutes, at the end of which period
cameras were switched off and a new run at the next speed commenced. The
clocks were synchronised again at the end of the flight.
5.

Methods of analysis

'I%o methods of measurement mere used; comparison of airspeed indicator
readings and comparison of altimeter
readings.
All results were corrected
to a standard weight for each particular
aircraft,
this correction was very
small. of the order of ;f: ?, knot.
5.1 Speed comparison method. The mean $.%I. readings, VR, corrected
for instrument error, for each run, were obtwned from the auto-observer
film records of both aircraft,
The A.S.I. total pressure error correction
of the test a-craft
was
deduced by comparing the mean &%I.
reading of the test norcraft with the
"Rectified
air speed%', Vr, of the reference aircraft.
readings, hP.
5.2 Altitude
comparison method. The mean altimeter
correoted for instrument error, for each run, were obtained from the autoobserver film records of both aircreft.
The altimeter
pressure error correction
of the test alroraft
was
obtained by comparing the mean altimeter
rending of the test aircraft
with
the true pressure altitude
hp as indicated by the reference aircraft.
Prom
this data the A.S.I. static pressure error correction was obtained by the
method of Ref. 4.
The A.S.I.

total

by &ding the pitot
6.

pressure Error correction
could then be obtained
pressure error correction obtained fron other trids.

Results

error masurements
were mde
on
6.1 Pitot Error Measurements. Pitot
In
all
all three aircraft
up to the Max. Mach No. reached on these trials.
cases the pitot error was negligible.
6.2 Pressure error measurements of Vampire 3. Tests were made at two
heights, four flights
being carried out at 35,000 ft. and five flights
the speed range at both heights was covered fully.
The
at 5.000 ft..
Met& led the form&on
on-all flights
ma?e.
,-

w i.e.

. . . . -..
_-__. ___--. .-----._ /In..
_ _--wodld
have given if

the reading which a correctly
scaled A.S.I.
connected between true totsl head and static pressures.

.-_

-
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In calculating
the results both methods of anslys~ were used; replxate
results by the altxtude comparison method were obtained by flttlng
two
altimeters
in the auto-observer of the Vampire. Pressure error correctzon
measurements obttined from tests are shown plotted In Yigs. I,2 and 3.
6.3 Pressure error measurements of S-a Hornet.
This zxcraft
was
available for two flights
only, one of which was made at 5,000 ft.,
the
other at 25,000 ft.
The Sea Hornet led the formation on both flights
made.
On both flIghta
carried out, a constriction
m the pitot line caused
misreadings of the A.S.I.'s.
This error was not discovered until after
both flights
had been made, so that no speed coqxrxon
results were obtuned
on this aircraft.
Results have been deduced using the altitude
comparison
method.
The twc independent pltot-statlo
systems of the Metex provde two
separate pressure error correctlens
using the altitude
comparison method,
these corrections
are plotted 123Fig. 4.
Curing the flight
at 25,000 ft.,
the reference circrdt
was flwn
on
tither
side of the lender o;Lrcraft to deterrmne whether the proxirmty of the
lender nlrcraft
had any effect on the rexlings of the tiio i+S.I.'s
of the
reference aircraft.
As can be seen from the following
table no slgnlficont
differences
between A.S.I. recdlngs WIS obtalned.
The small change in Vr
from the port and starboard heals noted in pars. 6.4 iu not qorcnt
ncre,
but different
pltot-static
heads had been fatted for tnesc tests.

6.4 Pressure error measurement s of Hastings. Due ts other commitments
on this nircrafft
only one formation flight
was possible.
This flight
was
curled
out nt 5,000 ft. with the Xnstings lendIng the formation.
Formation
positions
wrc es those mentioned in para. 4.
Mcnsurcmcnts of the total pressure errw correction
were obtained from
Both methods of analysis were used
both pitot-static
systems of the Meteor.
the results are found plotted
in cnlculatlng
the pressure error correction;
in Flg.5.
On this flight
it was found that the A.S.I.
WKI altimeter
connected
to the port pitot-statx
system of the Meteor were giving higher rcadlngs thsn
the X.S.I. and altimeter
connected to the starboard pitot-static
system.
The difference
in the A.S.I.'s
~'13s of the order of 2 knots nfter corrcctlon
between the
to rectified
tispeed.
To prdde
a check on these discrepancies
pltot-static
systems the Meteor was flown alone over the Sam@speed rw$ze,
The results of the two
readings of A.&I's
and altrmeters
being taken.
flights
were collected together nncl cnalysed statlsticnlly
using the
from this analys~sx the following
results
hnve
'Analysis of Variance".
been obtxuncd:(a)

There was a significant
d.zffersnce between port and starboard A.S.1.
readings of the ?&e&or whether the aircroft
was flown alone or in
formatxon with the Hastmgs.

(b)

The dlfferenoe
in A.S.I. readings was significantly
Meteor was flown d-one, thus showing a significant
due to the proxtity
of the Hzstlngs.
alysis

due to A.K. Weaver.

reduced when the
Interference
effect
0 ...
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(c)

The differences
in A.S.I. readings varied with speed when the Meteor
but drd not vary when the &teor was flown alone.
was flown in formation,
These differences
are, in pressures (with 95fi probability
limrts):- 1.1 + 0;45 lb/&?%.
Meteor flown alone(1.0 +-CL4 l&s;
(0.7

Meteor flown in formation

(cl)

7.

+ 1.0 lb/sq.ft.
at 155 knots
increasing to 3.3 + 1.0 lb/sq.ft.
235 knots.

Dxcussion

155 kts.
235 kts.

at
at

kts.

1.3

The interference
effect on the Meteor,
+ 1.1 lb/sq.ft.
I 0.4 $ 1.0 knots
f 1.1 lb/sq.ft.
1.6 2 0.6 knots

0.4
2.8

z 0.3

at

varaed wzth speed from
knots increasing
knots.

to

of results

7.1
Suitability
of technique.
The technique as used on these trials
was
satisfactory,
but it is reccmmended that, if the following
aircraft
is equipped
with a leading edge pitot-static
head, lt formates such that it's pitot head
is on the opposite side and at lcnst two seJmi-spans (of the larger aircraft)
clear of the lea&r aircraft.
This precnu&on should avoid any appreciable
interference
effects.
Jith tbs technique, It 1s not possible to measure the
pressure error correction
of aircraft
faster than the reference aircraft
using
the speed ocmparison method, but the altitude
ccmparison may be used in
conJunction with a "fly past" technique.
The technique also has the disadvantage
of requiring
the service of two aircraft
and two pilots.
The present series gave
no rcllable
guide as to the extent of the latter
drawback as it had to be fitted
in with more important tests on both aircraft.
If the method were used as a
routine the calibrated
aircraft
would have to be kept available
for this work.
7.2
Pressure error measurements. The only conclusive results obtained
from thcse>zwere
those obtained from the tests made with the VCamnirc.
Several flights
were carried out at each of two altitudes
and the speed range
was coverca fully.
From these flights
a ccmpar~on of the accuracy and
reliability
of the two methods of measurement and analysis have been made.
Results obtained from the other aircraft
have been used to substantiate
these
cmp~r~sons.

Fran results obtained,
more reliable
and consistent

the speed ccmparison method was found to give the
results.

The Vampire speed ccmparc,son points plotted in Fig. 1 she,,- very good
agreement between flights
at both 5,000 ft. and 35,000 ft.
Overall scatter
at both heights is about + I$ knots, the accuracy of the 1~ level points
comparing favourably with the points obtamed by the aneroid methcd. The
accuracy of the Vampme tests is borne out by the speed canparlson results of
the Hastings test, good agreement being shave between the results obtained by
the aneroid method and results from the formatIon flight
(using results obtamned
from the starboard pitot-static
system of the Meteor).
Results obtained, from the Vampire, usmg the altitude
cmpanson method
are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. These results show that this method gives rise
to a larger scatter than the speed comparison method. This scatter was a
variation
between flights,
scatter between runs on a flight
being small.
It
will also be seen that though one of the altimeters
gave a pressure error curve
ngrec~ng with that obtained by the aneroid method, the other altimeter
produced
a curve lying about 1 knot below the aneroid points.
The flight
to flqht
variation
is much worse on altimeter
A than altimeter
B. The large discre@ncies
obtamed on two of the flqhts
at 5,000 ft. on altimeter
A nust be due to errors
in the altmeter,
and not to a change U-I pressure error as ~'17. the flying at
5,000
ft. ~3s carned out on the, s-me day.

/ii.
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-7A brief statement on errors in altimeters
and their
prcssure error correction
is given in Appendix 1.

likely

effect

Ths shows that the inadequacy of altimeters
can lead to errors
+ 3 knots in p.e.c. depending upon the altimeter
used, and shows that
ment in pressure measurement arc very desirable.

on
up to
improve-

Results obtained frond tests wrth the Hastings and Sea Hornet, using the
altitude
comparison method, though inconclusive,
do to scme extent bear out
the results obtained from the Vampire.
Examination of the pressure error curve of
7.3 Variation with height.
the Vampire, Fig. 1, shows good agreement over the range M = 0.58 - 0.75,
betideen the pressure error correction
measured at 35,000 ft. by the formation
method, and the pressure error correction
estimated from the ground level
pressure error correction
by the method of Ref. 4, assuming the Glauart Law.
7.4 Interference
effects.
It would be expected that the mterforence
on either aircraft
would dopend on the value of CL/Aspect Ratio
for the other and the dlstanoe between the two, measured in,
,=y$g$-

effects

say, sent-spans of the second aircraft.
to check interference.

These were as follow

during

the tests

~~~~~~~~
-

Interference
on the Ketcor was perceptible
vmth the Sea Hornet.

with

the Hastings

but not

Thus it would seem that for values of CL/A an this range (up to 0.2)
intcrfercnoe
may become sigmficant
at distances less than, say 2 semi spans
of the interfering
aircraft.
8.

Conclusions

The tests made show that the fonnatlon method IS a convenient method of
measuring pressure error at high altitude,
the one drawback being that it is
not possible to measure pressure errors, using the speed comparison method,
at speeds higher than the maximum speed of the calibrated
reference aircraft.
Thus drawback may be overccme by usmng the pressure altitude
comparison method
in con&n&ion
with a 'fly-past'
techrnque.
Results obtained from this series of tests shows that the speed ccenpanson
method gives more consistent
and reliable
results than the altitude
ocmparlson
method. This is due to the inadequacy of present altimeters
and shows the
difficulties
likely
to be encountered in the 'fly-past'
method, as this method
relies on a1tltud.e comparison.
Comparison of results obtained by the altitude
and speed comparison methods show that whereas the speed canpanson method gives
rise to a scatter of + 13 knots, lag and dinft errors of available
altimeters
can lead to errors of up to + 3 knots in pressure error correction,
but these
may be reduced by selection
of altimeters
with small lag errors.
The pressure error correction
of the Vampire measured at high altitude
by the speed ccmpar‘lson method shows good agreement with the value estimated
from the ground level aneroid results by the method of Ref. 4, assuming the
Glauert Law to apply.
Interference
effects may b0crxne nuticnnhJ.e if
2 sem-spans fran the other.

PLtner ai.mr-dft

'is less

/V . . . . . . . . .

'

than

-

9.
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developments

Further

Consideration is being given to:-

(4

The development of a fly past technique for routine performsnce tests
at A. & A.E.E. for speeds above the speed range of the calibrated
aircroft.
It can only be used in conjunction with comparison of
altimeter readings.

(bg Using a better instrument than the usual sltimcter

for direct

measurementof pressure.

IO.
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Appendix 1
Altmeter
The main errors

in altimeters

Errors

may be defined as

follows:-

(a)

Lag Crror.
The difference
between altimeter
readings at a given
pressure, with a vibrated xn+xument, the calibration
being made
firstly
with descendang pressure and then with ascending pressure.
(Note.
The lag appears to be a function of the mechanical design
of the altimeter
and is not appreciably affected by the speed of
calibration).

(b)

Bysteresis.
The instrument error,
to its immediate past history.

after

elimination

of lag,

due

This as a change in altimeter
reading at a fixed applied pressure,
follmng
a change 1x3pressure,
It appears that the rate of change
of altimeter
reading approaches eero after about 4.0 minutes on
current British
test altuleters.
(c)

Long Term Drift.
The change in instrument error which occurs
after lag and hysteresis
errors
during the life of the instrument;
have been taken into account.

Information
obtained from the calibration
of a sample of 50 altimeters
shows that lag is approximately
a constant pressure error over the height
range of the altimeter.
Calibration
of the altimeters
fitted
in the Vampire
for these tests, show that the lag in Altimeter
B IS much less than that in
Altimeter
A, the approximate mean lag errors being:Altvneter
Altimeter

A 6 lb/sq.ft.
B 2 lb/sq.ft.

(90 ft.
(30 ft.

at 5,000 ft.
at 5,000 ft.

- 250 ft.
- 80 ft.

at 35,000 ft.
at 35,000 ft.

Drift errors shown up by the calibrations
vary from + 20 ft. at
to + 50 ft. at 35,000 ft. on both altimeters.
From comparason mth
altimeters
it appears that, from lag characteristics,
Altimeter
B is
particularly
good altimeter
whereas Altimeter
A is a bad altimeter,
altimeter
having a mean lag of approximately
4 lb/sq.ft.
The altimeter
fitted
in the reference
Lnstrument havang a mean lag of 4 lb/sq.ft.

5,000 ft.
other
a
the average

Meteor (port system) was an average
(160 ft. at 35,000 ft.).

Using the mean calibration
to correct the altimeters,
the following
maximm total errors oould be obtaaned: Altimeter
A - + 65 ft. at 5,000 ft.
and + 175 ft. at 35,000 ft., Altimeter
B - 2 30 ft. at 5,000 ft. and + 90 ft.
at 35,000 ft.
These errors converted to a final pressure error correction
in
knots at different
speeds and heights arc shown in the following
tables:-

It should be noted that the altimeter
error results in an error in A.S.I.
The percentage error in A.S.I.
independent of altitude
at a given A.S.I.
increases as A.S.I. decreases and is therefore likely
to be more important
at high altitude.
These values are oaloulated for comparison of an altimeter
re=%ng wxth
a correct prcssurc height, if two altimeters
in different
aircraft
are being
compared these errors may be increased.
/If........

-2If the altimeters in the aarcraft under test and the standard axrcraft had
both had lag errors comparable with Altimeter B the scatter of the results
would be expected to have been reduced and tins standard should be obtaaned
if possible. In a sample of 50 altimeters only 6 mere found to be up to the
standard of B so that for routine tests when a number of aircraft have to be
dealt wath at a tame the obtaaned results are probably realastac.
In ccmpann& two altimeters, wath the same asnnedaatepast hstory, the
dafference in hysteresis errors should be ne@.@blc as the errors will be of
the same srgn and of approxxnately the same order. However draft and hysteresis
errors are masked by the lag errorrd~~ch as the dcnnnatang error 1n altuneters.
The altzmcter errors are consrstcnt with the scatter obtained from the
formation results usang the altitude comparison method, the fortnatlon results
bcang In most cases wathin the limats of the maxamumerrors quoted. These
results are of specaal intorcst, as the altitude comparasonmethod must be
used of a complete calabrataon of an aircraft faster than the reference alrcraft
is requared. Improvements III pressure measurements for these and other tests
are therefore very desirable and are being investagated.
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